PARTS LIST

ELR-0788-3 pc. Climb & Play Set

- GP2-172 STAIRS (2)
- GP2-187 BEAM (1)

ELR-0789-8 pc Climb & Play Set

- GP2-172 STAIRS (2)
- GP2-187 BEAM (1)
- GP2-176 CENTER PIER (1)
- GP2-192 HOOP BEAM (1)
- GP2-180 S SHAPE BEAM (1)
- GP2-196 HALF TIRE (2)

ELR-0790-12 pc. Climb & Play Set

- GP2-168 H SHAPE PIER (1)
- GP2-187 BEAM (1)
- GP2-172 STAIRS (3)
- GP2-192 HOOP BEAM (2)
- GP2-176 CENTER PIER (1)
- GP2-196 HALF TIRE (2)
- GP2-180 S SHAPE BEAM (2)

ELR-0791-17 pc. Climb & Play Set

- GP2-168 H SHAPE PIER (2)
- GP2-187 BEAM (3)
- GP2-172 STAIRS (3)
- GP2-192 HOOP BEAM (2)
- GP2-176 CENTER PIER (2)
- GP2-196 HALF TIRE (2)
- GP2-180 S SHAPE BEAM (3)

General Assembly Tips:

Most pieces in all of the sets can be assembled in several different ways. By flipping the piers and rotating the beams, the configurations can be made more challenging, easier, or different to increase the enjoyment!

WARNING:

- Adult Assembly Required.
- Maximum Weight Capacity: 130 LB (60 KG)
- Recommended Age: 3 - 6 Years
- Recommended Height: 30”+
- Never leave children unattended.

TO AVOID SERIOUS INJURY:

- Continuous Adult Supervision Required.
- Never use near motor vehicles, streets, swimming pools, hills, steps or sloped driveways.
- Always wear shoes when using this unit.
- Do not lean or pull on unit for support.

The example above illustrates how flipping the H Shape Pier(A) and Stairs(B) allow the Beam(E) to rotate and connect to the narrower slots, resulting in a narrower beam.

This allows a large variety of configurations and creative experimentation is encouraged.

The following pages show an example of one suggested configuration for each set.
1. Connect the Beam(E) to the Stairs(B) as shown.

The Stairs(B) can be flipped to allow the Beam(E) to rotate and connect to the narrower slots, resulting in a narrower beam (not shown). The Beam(E) can also be rotated to any of 4 sides to access different patterns for variety.

2. Make sure Beams(E) are fully inserted and locked into position before use.

ELR-0788 3 pc. Climb & Play Set

1. Place the Center Pier(C) so that the end with 3 slots is on top. Attach 3 Beams(D, E & F) as shown.

2. Attach Stairs(B) to ends of Beam(E) & Hoop Beam(F).

The Beams(D, E & F) can be rotated to any of 4 sides to access different patterns for variety.

3. Assemble 2 Half Tires(G) for an additional challenge or place under Hoop Beam(F).

ELR-0789 8 pc. Climb & Play

1. Place the Center Pier(C) so that the end with 4 slots is on top. Attach 4 Beams(D, E, & F) as shown.

2. Attach Stairs(B) to ends of Beam(D) and Hoop Beam(F). Attach H Shape Piers(A) to ends of Beam(E) and Hoop Beam(F). Attach S-Shape Beam(D) to H-Shape Pier(A).

The Beams(D, E & F) can be rotated to any of 4 sides to access different patterns for variety.

3. Assemble 2 Half Tires(G) for an additional challenge or place under Hoop Beam(F) as shown in Step 2.

ELR-0790 12 pc. Climb & Play

1. Place the Center Pier(C) so that the end with 4 slots is on top. Attach 4 Beams (D, E, & F) as shown.

2. Attach Stairs(B) to ends of Beam(D) and Hoop Beam(F).

The Beams(D, E & F) can be rotated to any of 4 sides to access different patterns for variety.

3. Assemble 2 Half Tires(G) for an additional challenge or place under Hoop Beam(F) as shown in Step 2.

Version: ELR-0788-0791_AI.AA.2010.01.02
1. Position the Center Pier(C) so that the end with 4 slots is on top. Attach 4 Beams(D, E, & F) as shown. Attach H-Shape Pier(A) to end of Hoop Beam(F).

2. Attach Stairs(B) to end of Beams(D & E). Attach H-Shape Piers(A) to ends of Beam(E). Attach Center Pier(C) so that the end with 3 slots is on top to Hoop Beam(F). Attach Beams(D & E) to Center Pier(C).

3. Attach 2 more Stairs(B) to end of 2 Beams(E). Attach S-Shaped Beam(D) to end of H-Shape Pier(A)

The Beams(D, E & F) can be rotated to any of 4 sides to access different patterns for variety. Make sure all Beams(D, E & F) are fully inserted and locked into position before use.

4. Assemble 2 Half Tires(G) for an additional challenge or place under Hoop Beam(F) as shown in Step 5.

Care and Cleaning
Clean with a damp cloth or sponge using warm water and mild soap. Wipe dry. Do not place near heat, moisture or vaporizer. Check for loose, worn or broken parts periodically and replace as necessary.

“Early Childhood Resources® guarantees the quality of all of our products. You can trust the quality and safety of our furniture and materials, along with the peace of mind that our products are made to last. If for any reason, you are not satisfied with the quality and workmanship of our products, we will replace the item or refund the sale.”